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Abstract: This paper reports a hybrid integrated light source fabricated on a silicon
platform using a 1.3 μm wavelength quantum dot array laser. Temperature insensitive
characteristics up to 120 °C were achieved by the optimum quantum dot structure and laser
structure. Light output power was obtained that was high enough to achieve an optical
error-free link of a silicon optical interposer. Furthermore, we investigated a novel spot
size convertor in a silicon waveguide suitable for a quantum dot laser for lower energy cost
operation of the optical interposer.
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1. Introduction
Optical interconnect technology taking advantage of the high speed of light is expected to solve
electrical band width bottleneck as demand increases for Tb/s-class high speed interconnects [1]. We
previously proposed a photonics-electronics convergence system to solve the bandwidth bottleneck
problem among large scale integrations (LSIs) and demonstrated silicon optical interposers fully
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integrated with optical components on a silicon substrate, achieving a high bandwidth density of
30 Tbps/cm2 at room temperature [2]. Here, the light source was a hybrid integrated by a flip-chip
mounting technique using passive alignment. We think that the hybrid integrated light source is
suitable for a high density silicon optical interposer from the viewpoint of large output power and low
energy cost operation.
On the other hand, a light source on a silicon optical interposer mounted on LSI chips consumes
more power as the temperature is increased by the heat generated in the LSIs (up to about 85 °C or
higher) [3]. Because a laser diode (LD) serving as a light source is particularly sensitive to the effects
of a temperature increase, we examined a temperature-insensitive hybrid integrated light source on a Si
platform to apply a quantum dot (QD) LD with high-temperature characteristics [4]. Furthermore, to
increase bandwidth density, we applied a small array LD as an optical interposer light source [5]. Also,
small QD array LDs should be mounted on light sources for an optical interposer.
In this paper, we discuss the 1.3 μm QD array LD, particularly parts that have not been described in
detail so far, and report characteristics of an integrated light source on a silicon substrate. We also
discuss lower energy cost operation of a silicon optical interposer by using an improved spot size
convertor suitable for a QD LD spot size.
2. 1.3-μm Wavelength Quantum Dot Lasers
Self-assembled InAs quantum dots that emit at 1.3-μm wavelength are structures of several tens of
nanometers grown on a GaAs substrate in the Stranski-Krastanow mode. QDs are expected to improve
lasing characteristics, such as low threshold current operation, high speed direct modulation and low
noise due to small linewidth enhancement factor, more than bulk or quantum-well (QW) devices,
resulting from three-dimensional carrier confinement [6]. Moreover, it was reported that p-type doping
in QDs enabled highly temperature-stable LD performance in a wide temperature range [7,8].
For a QD LD as a light source, highly efficient coupling into silicon waveguide is as important as
high power operation at high temperature. We aimed at over 2 mW operation into a silicon waveguide
from 25 °C to 85 °C in order to achieve high bandwidth density in the temperature range [9]. The stack
number of QD layers should be large and optical mode field should be strongly confined in the active
region from the viewpoint of increasing optical gain for high power operation at high temperature.
However, strong confinement leads to large coupling loss between a QD LD and a silicon waveguide,
so the optical field needs to expand out the QD active layer to some extent for highly efficient
coupling. We set the stack number of the QD layers to eight in order to both increase optical gain and
achieve high efficiency coupling. Dot density in plane, which is a quite important factor to enlarge
optical gain as well as stacking number, was set to 6×1010 cm–2.
Figure 1 shows a schematic structure of a QD array LD fabricated at QD Laser, Inc. The LD
structure was grown on a GaAs substrate by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The QD uniformity was
improved by suppressing indium out-diffusion during QD coverage growth, resulting in enhanced
optical gain [10]. The QD active layers were sandwiched between the AlGaAs lower cladding layer
and the InGaP upper-cladding layer. The active layers were eight stacked QD layers partially p-type
doped. An array LD structure with multiple QD active region stripes was fabricated. Each waveguide
was a ridge waveguide structure with the mesa-width of 1.7 μm and the cavity length of 600 μm.
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Current was injected into each active region through a single electrode on the top surface, and all the
stripes emitted laser light output simultaneously. Highly reflective coatings of 30% and 90% were
placed on the front and the rear facets, respectively. Figure 1b shows light-current characteristics of a
QD array LD where 13 curves from each active stripe were overwritten. Measurements were
demonstrated at 25 °C, and the light outputs were measured by using a lensed fiber for each channel.
The threshold currents were about 5.4 mA in all stripes, and the uniform 13 light outputs were obtained
within 0.1 dB power fluctuation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Structure and characteristics of a QD array LD: (a) Schematic structure.
(b) Light-current characteristics. Thirteen curves were overwritten.
Figure 2 shows the array number dependence of threshold currents and slope efficiencies of the QD
array LDs and the top-view photographs of one-, seven-, and 13-channel arrays. The slope efficiency
was calculated by using all injection current and all the light output detected by a large diameter
detector. The threshold currents were proportional to the array number, and the efficiency did not
depend on the array number. This means that the variations in the production of each channel were
small and that the current was injected into each stripe equally. No LD characteristic degradations
caused by the array structure were observed.

Figure 2. Threshold current and slope efficiency of QD array LDs.
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P-type doping into the QD active region improves temperature characteristics of the QD LD.
However, the excess doping causes internal loss to increase, quantum efficiency to degrade, and LD
characteristics to deteriorate: threshold current increases and slope efficiency decreases [11].
Appropriate p-type doping concentration needs to be investigated. We evaluated temperature
dependence of light output characteristics of a 13-channel array LD mounted on an AlN heatsink. The
p-type doping concentration in the QD active region was 5 × 1017 cm–3. This doping level is converted
to six acceptors per QD by taking into account of the QD sheet density and the QD height of 7 nm
[10]. All output power from each channel was detected simultaneously by a large diameter detector.
Figure 3a shows light output characteristics from 25 °C to 120 °C. Over 10 mW output power was
obtained at 100 °C. Figure 3b shows the doping concentration dependence of the LD light power
degradation from the light power at 25 °C and 20 mW. The degradation of the 5 × 1017 cm–3 doped LD
exhibited smaller dependence than that of the 2 × 1017 cm–3 doped LD. We think that the p-type doping
concentration of 5 × 1017 cm–3 is desirable in the application for our optical interposer light source,
taking into account the possibility of LD characteristics degrading due to a higher doping
concentration.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Light output characteristics. (a) Temperature dependence. (b) p-type doping
concentration dependence.
3. A Quantum Dot Light Source Mounted on a Silicon Platform
3.1. Fabrication and Evaluation
We fabricated a hybrid integrated light source with Si waveguides—including trident spot size
convertors (SSCs) [9], a LD mounting stage with pedestals, and germanium (Ge) photo detectors on a
silicon on insulator (SOI) substrate of 200-nm-thick Si core—and mounted the QD LD by passive
alignment flip-chip bonding. The QD LD had 13-channel arrayed stripes with a 30 μm pitch. Current
was injected into each active region through a single electrode. Figure 4a schematically shows the light
source structure.
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Figure 4b shows the characteristics of the light power coupled into the Si waveguide as a function
of injection current, with the measurement temperature ranging from 25 °C to 120 °C. The threshold
current was 11 mA at 25 °C and 30 mA at 120 °C. The light output power was measured by a Ge
photo detector integrated on the same Si wafer. The light output temperature dependence was likewise
insensitive in the same way as the light output characteristic of the QD LD mounted on an AlN heat
sink shown in Figure 3a. Power degradation was minimal from 25 °C on up, staying within about 0.6 dB
up to 85 °C and within about 2.5 dB up to 100 °C. From these measurements, we found that coupled light
output into a Si waveguide of more than 2 mW was obtained up to 120 °C. This means that an optical
link can be demonstrated at temperatures up to 120 °C taking into account the loss budget [2]. We also
experimentally demonstrated error free operation up to 125 °C [4].
We also evaluated the light output uniformity of nine channels, because the Ge photo detectors were
not installed in the other four. The light output characteristics in Figure 4b were obtained from the
channel 7. The characteristics were typical results of the array light source. As shown in Figure 4c, the
output power variation of the nine channels was less than 1.3 dB, although this uniformity included the
variation in coupling loss, waveguide loss, and LD output power. Misalignment loss due to channel
position was also included. In order to achieve all channel error free operation in a silicon optical
interposer, there is possibility that the injection current into the LD should be increased to compensate
the power variation.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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Figure 4. A hybrid integrated light source. (a) Schematic structure. (b) Light output
characteristics. (c) Output power uniformity from each channel.
3.2. A Novel Spot Size Convertor for Highly Efficient Coupling between a QD LD and a Silicon
Waveguide
Improving coupling efficiency between a silicon waveguide and an external light source is an
important issue [12,13]. We applied a trident SSC for coupling between a QD LD and a silicon
waveguide. Because a QD LD is characterized as having strong optical confinement in the vertical
direction, the spot size is a quite flat elliptical shape. Therefore, the coupling tolerance is smaller in the
vertical direction than in the horizontal direction. Coupling loss can be improved by forming a SSC
spot size the same size as the QD LD, but the alignment accuracy requirement becomes strict because
of low misalignment tolerance. Thus, we have investigated a novel triple-core SSC (as shown in Figure 5)
to achieve both low coupling loss and high misalignment tolerance simultaneously. We designed the side
waveguides to spread more widely than a trident SSC in order to expand the horizontal optical mode.
Moreover, a center waveguide is extended to the facet to suppress multi-mode excitation. From
simulations, the minimum coupling loss without misalignment was estimated to be 2.5 dB between the
triple-core SSC (200 nm Si core thickness, 2 μm separated side waveguides, and 130 nm tip width) and
a QD LD (4 μm and 1 μm spot-size for horizontal and vertical directions). Improvement of more than 1 dB
above the coupling loss of a trident SSC can be expected.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Spot size convertor structures for a 1.3 μm wavelength QD LD. (a) Trident spot
size convertors (SSC). (b) Triple-core SSC.
We fabricated a triple-core SSC on an SOI substrate of 200-nm-thick Si core and evaluated
coupling loss between the SSC and a 1.3 μm QD LD by active alignment. The triple-core SSC facet
was formed by polishing. The QD LD had a single active region stripe. Optical power was measured at
the other end facet during moving the LD in the horizontal or vertical direction and injecting current
into the LD. The minimum loss at zero deviation of 3.0 dB was obtained from two SSC-sample active
alignment measurements, and 1 dB improvement above that using a conventional trident SSC was
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demonstrated. Figure 6 shows the optical coupling tolerance measured by moving the QD LD
horizontally or vertically. The tolerance up to a 1 dB loss increase was ± 0.61 μm in the horizontal
direction and ± 0.45 μm in the vertical direction. Because the accuracy obtained in flip-chip mounting
an LD can be controlled to less than ± 0.5 μm in the horizontal direction by using a precise alignment
technique and less than ± 0.1 μm in the vertical direction by etch-depth control in forming the Si pedestals,
the maximum coupling loss can be suppressed to less than the minimum coupling loss about 1 dB.
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Figure 6. Coupling characteristics of a triple-core SSC for 1.3 μm wavelength and a QD
LD. Minimum coupling loss was about 3.0 dB at zero deviation.
We discussed how coupling loss reduction affects low energy cost operation of an optical
interposer. We reported low power consumption and low energy cost operation of light sources of
optical interposers that employed optical splitters [14,15]. Here, we discuss energy cost of a QD LD
when an optical splitter divides the light output into two waveguides. Figure 7 shows the calculation
results of energy cost of the light source against SSC loss using parameters of the fabricated optical
interposer, which included wall-plug efficiency of a QD LD, SSC coupling loss, waveguide loss,
modulator loss, splitter loss, photo detector sensitivity, and other excess loss. Figure 7 also shows the
result obtained by Urino et al.: 2.9 pJ/bit [4]. We demonstrated 12.5 Gbps data transmission in each
two-branched channel with a minimum received power of -7 dBm. Here, the 13-channel QD array LD
consumed 957 mW, which corresponds to 36.8 mW/channel, because the capacity of the array LD was
26 output channels. Taking into account the 12.5 Gbps signal transmission, an energy cost of 2.9 pJ/bit
was obtained. The deviations of the experimental results from simulations are attributed to additional
excess losses. Low energy cost operation below 1 pJ/bit [16] is expected by 3 dB coupling loss using
the triple-core SSC along with decreasing waveguide loss or modulator loss and operation speed
increasing as high as 25 Gbit/s. This triple-core SSC is promising for application to a hybrid integrated
light source using a QD LD for optical interconnects.
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Figure 7. Energy cost estimation of a QD LD as a light source of a silicon optical
interposer and experimental results. Low energy cost operation below 1 pJ/bit is expected
using the triple-core SSC along with decreasing excess losses and high speed operation.
4. Conclusions
We demonstrated a QD LD as a light source for a silicon optical interposer from the viewpoint of
insensitive temperature dependence and high optical coupling into a silicon waveguide. We optimized
the QD stack number, doping concentration, and LD cavity structure for our purpose and realized a
QD array LD with high light output operation up to 120 °C. We also fabricated a hybrid integrated
light source on a Si platform using the QD array LD operating at 1.3 μm wavelength, and this light
source is suitable for applications with an operating temperature around 120 °C. We investigated the
low energy cost operation of light sources for large-scale inter-chip optical interconnects. The QD LD
is promising for application to the integrated light source of optical interconnects when temperatureinsensitive characteristics are required.
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